Abstract. In this paper, the generalized anti-reflexive solution for matrix equations (B X = C, X D = E), which arise in left and right inverse eigenpairs problem, is considered. With the special properties of generalized anti-reflexive matrices, the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability and a general expression of the solution are obtained. Furthermore, the related optimal approximation problem to a given matrix over the solution set is solved. In addition, the algorithm and the example to obtain the unique optimal approximation solution are given.
Introduction
Left and right inverse eigenpairs problem is a special inverse eigenvalue problem. That is, giving partial left and right eigenpairs (eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector) of a matrix A, (γ j , y j ), j = 1, . . . , l; (λ i , x i ), i = 1, . . . , h, a special matrix set S ⊆ R n×n (In this paper, denote the set of all n × n real matrices by R n×n ), and h ≤ n, l ≤ n, find A ∈ S such that This equations is an important class of matrix equations, and has profound applications in engineering and matrix inverse problem AX = B [5, 6] . In recent years, many authors have studied it, and a series of meaningful results have been achieved [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, its generalized anti-reflexive solutions have not been concerned with. In this paper, we will discuss this problem. We now introduce the following notation. C n×m denote the set of n × m complex matrices. OC n×n denote the set of n × n unitary matrices. To extend reflexive (anti-reflexive) matrices and centrosymmetric matrices, Chen [11] has introduced two new special classes of matrices, which are generalized reflexive matrices and generalized anti-reflexive matrices. He presented three examples obtained from the altitude estimation of a level network, an electric network and structural analysis of trusses. His investigation indicated that generalized reflexive matrices arise naturally from problem with reflexive sym-FAN-LIANG LI, XI-YAN HU and LEI ZHANG   33 metry, which account for a great number of real world scientific and engineering applications.
Definition 1.
An n × n complex matrix P is called the generalized reflection matrix if P = P H , P 2 = I n .
Definition 2.
Let A ∈ C n×m , A is called the generalized reflexive matrix (generalized anti-reflexive matrix) with respect to matrix pairs (P, Q) if A = P AQ (or A = −P AQ), where P, Q are the n × n and m × m generalized reflection matrix, respectively. Denote this class of matrices by C n×m r
(P, Q)), then the following results can be easily deduced.
From Definition 2, 3, it is easy to see that if P, Q are two given n × n and m × m generalized reflection matrices, respectively, then C n×m r (P, Q) (or C n×m a (P, Q)) is a closed linear subspace of C n×m , and C n×m r P (or C n×m a P ) is also a closed linear subspace of C n×m . Throughout, we always assume that P, Q are two given n × n and m × m generalized reflection matrices, respectively. From Definition 2, 3 and this assumption, it is easy to prove the following results.
The notation V 1 ⊕ V 2 stands for the orthogonal direct sum of linear subspace V 1 and V 2 . From this, for any
we have the following results.
In Definition 2, if P = Q, then A is a reflexive matrix (or an anti-reflexive matrix) with respect to P [12] . We denote the set of all reflexive matrices (antireflexive matrices) by C n×n r
In this paper, we consider the following problems.
Problem 2. Given X * ∈ C n×m , findX ∈ S E such that
where S E is the solution set of Problem 1. Problem 2 is the optimal approximation problem of Problem 1. It occurs frequently in experimental design [13] . Here the matrix X * may be a matrix obtained from experiments, but it may not satisfy the structural requirement (generalized anti-reflexive matrices with respect to matrix pairs (P, Q)) and/or matrix equations (B X = C, X D = E). The optimal estimateX is the matrix that satisfies both restrictions and is the optimal approximation of X * . See for instance [14, 15] . This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first study the special properties of matrices in C n×m a (P, Q). Then using these properties and the results of [7] , we obtain the solvability conditions and the general solutions of Problem 1. Section 3 is devoted to derive the unique approximation solution of Problem 2 by applying the methods of space decomposition. Finally, the algorithm and the example to obtain the unique approximation solution are given.
Solvability conditions of Problem 1
First, we discuss the properties of matrices in C n×m a (P, Q).
Proof.

1) If
A H ∈ C n×h r P , then Q(AX) H = Q X H P P A H = −(AX) H . Hence, (AX) H ∈ C m×h a Q . If A H ∈ C n×h a P , then Q(AX) H = Q X H P P A H = (AX) H .
Hence, (AX)
H ∈ C m×h r Q . We can prove 2) by the same methods.
Lemma 2 [16] . Let E ∈ C n×h , F ∈ C n×l and F H E = 0. Then we have
Proof. We only prove 1), and 2) can be proved by the same methods. 
Since C H ∈ C m×h a Q , it is also easy to obtain the following equations
Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain
r Q , we can also prove the conclusion by the same methods.
Then the following statements are true.
Proof.
According to conclusion 2) of Definition 2, we have Lemma 5.
2) From Definition 3, we have
So, A H B = 0. From Definition 3, we also have
where Proof. According to (1.1), B X = C is equivalent to
r Q . According to conclusion 2) of Definition 2, we have
So B X = C is equivalent toB X =C. By applying the similar methods, we can prove that X D = E is equivalent to XD =Ẽ. 
Moreover, its general solution can be expressed as 
Moreover, the general solution can be expressed as
9)
where Combining (1.1), (2.4), Lemma 5 and according to the first equality of (2.11), we have
Combining Lemma 2, Lemma 5, (1.1), (2.4), and according to the second equality of (2.11), we have
Using the similar methods, from the third equality of (2.11), we also have
Combining (2.12)-(2.14) yields (2.7) and (2.8).
Sufficiency: From Lemma 2, Lemma 5, (2.7) and (2.8) are equivalent to (2.11) if (1.1), (2.4) hold. From Lemma 7, it is easy to see that matrix equations (B X =C, XD =Ẽ) has a solution in C n×m . Moreover, the general solution can be expressed as 
So X 0 in (2.16) is equivalent to X 0 in (2.10). From Lemma 3, Lemma 5, (2.11), it is easy to prove
Hence X 0 is a solution of matrix equations (B X =C, XD =Ẽ) in C n×m a
(P, Q).
From Lemma 6, X 0 is also a solution of matrix equations
In the following, we show that the general solution of Problem 1 can be expressed as (2.9) 
So K , G in (2.17) are equivalent to K , G in (2.10), respectively. Since C n×m a (P, Q) ⊆ C n×m , it is clear that S E ⊆ S. According to Lemma 3, we have
According to Lemma 4, 
where X 0 , K , G are given by (2.10), and X * 2 is given by the following equation.
Proof. Denote K 1 = I n − K , it is easy to prove that matrices K and K 1 are orthogonal projection matrices satisfying K K 1 = 0. Denote G 1 = I m − G, it is also easy to prove that matrices G and G 1 are orthogonal projection matrices satisfying GG 1 = 0. According to conclusion 2) of Definition 2, for any X * ∈ C n×m , there exist only X * 1 ∈ C n×m r (P, Q) and only X * 2 ∈ C n×m a (P, Q), which satisfy that
where
From this, combining the invariance of Frobenius norm under orthogonal transformations and the methods of space decomposition, and according to (2.9), for any X ∈ S E , we have
2 are constants, it is obvious that min
According to the definitions of K , X 0 , and G, it is easy to prove
It is clear that
is a solution of (3.4).
Substituting this result to (2.11) yields (3.1).
Algorithm
Input B, C, D, E, P, Q, X
* . 
According to (
1.1) compute B 1 , B 2 , C 1 , C 2 , D 1 , D 2 , E 1 , E 2 . 3. Compute C 1 D 1 , C 2 D 2 , B 1 E 1 , B 2 E 2 , B 1 B + 1 C 2 , B 2 B + 2 C 1 , E 1 D + 2 D 2 , E 2 D + 1 D 1 , if (2.7),
Numerical analysis
Theorem 2 leads naturally to this numerical algorithm for the solution of Problem 2. The process will then be numerically stable, the reason is that the singular value decomposition is numerically stable. We can also test that as X * 
It is easy to see that B, C, D, E, P, Q, X * satisfy the required properties. Using the software "MATLAB", we obtain the unique solutionX of Problem 2. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we considered the generalized anti-reflexive solutions of matrix equations (B X = C, X D = E), i.e. Problem 1. We also considered the nearest solution to a given matrix in Frobenius norm, i.e. Problem 2. The solvability conditions and the explicit formula for the solution are given. According to Theorem 1 and 2, the algorithm is presented to compute the nearest solution.
The numerical example is given to illustrate the results obtained in this paper correction.
